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Abstract Memristor is a fundamental circuit element in

addition to resistor, capacitor, and inductor. As it can re-

member its resistance state even encountering a power off,

memristor has recently received widespread applications from

non-volatile memory to neural networks. The current mem-

ristor family mainly comprises resistive memristor, polymeric

memristor, ferroelectric memristor, manganite memristor,

resonant-tunneling diodememristor, and spintronic memristor

in terms of thematerials the device is made of. In order to help

researcher better understand the physical principles of the

memristor, and thus to provide a promising prospect for

memristor devices, this paper presents an overview of mem-

ristor materials properties, switching mechanisms, and po-

tential applications. The performance comparison among

different memristor members is also given.

1 Introduction

The fundamental circuit elements can be simply classified

into resistor, capacitor, inductor, and memristor. Compared

to similar components, memristor is a relatively new con-

cept that was theoretically proposed by Leon Chua in 1971

[1]. The presence of the memristor can retrospect to a

finding that there is a missing relationship among four

fundamental circuit variables (i.e., electric current i, elec-

tric voltage v, electric charge q, and magnetic flux u) [1].
The existence of the Faraday’s law and three other fun-

damental circuit components has already established five

direct relationships among aforementioned variables.

However, the relationship that links magnetic flux with

electric charge is missing, which can be however inter-

preted by the fourth fundamental element, i.e., memristor.

The consequent six relationships among the four funda-

mental elements are schematically shown in Fig. 1.

According to Chua’s finding, memristor is a two-ter-

minal device that describes a non-linear relationship be-

tween magnetic flux and electric charge and its resistance

would vary, depending on the amount of charge that flowed

through the device. Such a relationship is described

mathematically as [1]:

d/ ¼ Mdq; ð1Þ

where M is the memristance. As u and q are time integrals

of voltage and current, respectively, Eq. (1) can rewritten

as:

M ¼ d/=dt
dq=dt

¼ V

I
; ð2Þ

According to Eq. (2), the unit of M is obviously the

same as resistance, i.e., ohm (X). Although this hypothesis

was postulated without any experimental evidence at that

time, Chua has made use of op amps and discrete non-

linear resistors to build a working device that can realize

the memristive function [1]. However, this device is bulky

and also active due to the requirement for the power sup-

ply. A generalized definition of memristive systems

evolved from memristor was given by Chua and Kang in

1976 [2] who elucidated a fact that memristive systems

strongly depend on a state variable. The memristive system

can be mathematically defined as [2]:

v ¼ RðwÞi; ð3Þ
dw

dt
¼ f ðw; tÞ; ð4Þ
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where w can be an internal state variable, and R and f can in

general be explicit function of time. Chua and Kang also

pointed out that the ‘quasi-static’ conduction equation that

links the voltage across the device with the current through

it at any particular time, and the dynamical equation that

considers the state variable w as a time varying function of

itself and possibly the current through the device, are two

critical equations to characterize memristive systems.

Based on [2], a memristive system is regarded to have

vector state, as compared to memristor having scalar state.

Notwithstanding the availability of the mathematic model,

memristor has not received much attention from worldwide

researchers until Strukov et al. [3] proposed a nanoscale

TiO2 device model to theoretically realize the memristive

behaviour in 2008. Since then, massive research enthusi-

asm has been devoted to the exploration of the innovative

memristor technologies, resulting in many technical pub-

lications and a large number of US patents. Under this

circumstance, the necessity to strictly distinguish memris-

tor from memristive system becomes unimportant, and

Chua has therefore recommended that the nomenclature be

simplified by referring to both as memristors, since in fact

the generalization is a ‘trivial extension’ [4]. In [4], Chua

also gave a broader definition of memristor that includes all

2-terminal non-volatile memories based on resistive

switching. However, as the memristive behaviour has been

found on a wide variety of systems such as unipolar and

bipolar resistive switches, magnetic spin-torque transfer

device, and phase-change memories, Chua has further ex-

panded the scope of the memristor to any 2-terminal device

that exhibits a pinched hysteresis loop in the v-i plane when

driven by any bipolar periodic voltage or current wave-

form, for any initial conditions [5]. Such a definition is

finally consummated in Chua’s most recent publications [6,

7] so as to be suited for the original definition of the idea

memristor as well as the generalized definition for mem-

ristive system, i.e., ‘any 2-terminal black box is called a

memristor if, and only if, it exhibits a pinched hysteresis

loop for all bipolar periodic input current signals (resp.,

input voltage signals) which result in a periodic voltage

(resp., current) response of the same frequency in the

voltage-current (v-i) plane’.

The most representative attribute of the memristor is its

current–voltage (I–V) curve that exhibits a pinched hys-

teresis loop, as shown in Fig. 2. Such a pinched hysteresis

loop, which always passes through the origin, plays an

essential role in characterizing the v-i relationship of a

memristor excited by any periodic current source (resp.,

voltage source) that spans both positive and negative val-

ues over each period. It should be also noted that the shape

of the pinched hysteresis loop would vary along with the

change of the frequency and the amplitude of the input

waveform. In this case, the v-i locus will behave as a

normal resistor by increasing frequency towards infinity,

but still includes the origin. It is instructive to realize that

the pinched hysteresis loop is not derived from a mathe-

matical model, but an inherent feature of the memristor [7];

any device that exhibits a pinched hysteresis loop over any

bipolar periodic testing input signals are considered as a

memristor, regardless of the shape of the loop.

The reason that memristor has become the current sci-

entific focus arises from its extraordinary properties. First,

as suggested by Fig. 2, if the memristor is in its equilibrium

state at some certain moment, i.e., v = i = 0, the mem-

ristor does not lose the values of the magnetic flux and the

electric charge when both voltage and current are zero at

the instant when the power is switched off, but rather

makes the original values unchanged. This would enable

memristor to remember its most recent state when facing a

power-off, exhibiting the potential of being a non-volatile

memory. In addition, the feasibility of scaling memristor to

10 nm and even below has been demonstrated [8], indi-

cating a potential for much higher integration density than

current non-volatile memories. More importantly, the

Fig. 1 The four fundamental circuit elements and their respective

relationships

Fig. 2 A typical pinched hysteresis loop of the memristor
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attribute that the resistance dynamically changes according

to the applied stimulus would allow memristor to imitate

functions of brain synapse whose state can be changed via

the interactive strength between two neurons. Therefore,

memristor has been utilized for a wide range of applica-

tions including non-volatile memory, dynamic load, neu-

romorphic system, and image processing, and a set of

memristor devices have been devised at the laboratory

level such as resistive memristor [9–11], polymeric mem-

ristor [12–14], ferroelectric memristor [15–17], manganite

memristor [18–20], resonant-tunneling diode (RTD)

memristor [21, 22], and spintronic memristor [23, 24].

Table 1 shows the performance comparison among these

different memristors. In spite of these achievements, a

comprehensive review regarding the physical principles of

each memristor device and their respective performance

merit/weakness was rarely found by the time of writing. In

order to help researcher better understand the physics be-

hind these emerging memristors, and thus to push the

current memristor technology towards more advanced

stage, this paper covers an overview of today’s mainstream

memristor devices including their materials properties,

switching mechanism, and their respective performance

superiority/drawback, as detailed below.

2 Resistive memristor

Before the advent of the resistive memristor, resistive

materials have already been widely utilized in the resistive

random access memories (ReRAM) [25–27]. The storage

function of ReRAM is realised by an intrinsic physical

behaviour observed in ReRAM, namely resistive switch-

ing. Because of the resistive switching, the resistive ma-

terial can be switched between a high resistance state

(HRS) and a low resistance state (LRS) under an external

electrical stimuli. The switching process from HRS to LRS

and the corresponding switching voltage are usually named

‘SET’ process and VSET, while the process from LRS to

HRS and the required switching voltage are represented by

‘RESET’ process and VRESET. It is instructive to mention

that in most cases, the current stemming from the external

stimuli is restricted to a local region with high conductance

during ‘SET’ process, whereas it flows uniformly through

ReRAM during ‘RESET’ process [28]. It should be also

noted that in bistable resistive materials, like some transi-

tion metal oxides, there are usually two switching modes,

i.e., unipolar switching and bipolar switching, as shown in

Fig. 3.

Unipolar switching allows for a switching process that is

independent of the voltage/current polarity. Therefore, the

‘SET’ process and the ‘RESET’ process is achieved with

the same signal polarity. However, the bipolar switching

mode gives rise to an opposite signal polarity between the

‘SET’ process and the ‘RESET’ process. The comparison

between Figs. 2, 3 clearly shows that the resistive material

when operated in the bipolar switching mode exhibits an

analogous I–V curve to that of the theoretical memristor.

As a consequence, considerable research efforts have been

recently dedicated to the development of the memristor

using resistive materials such as TiO2 [9, 11, 29], ZnO [30],

and TaOx [31, 32], thus triggering a presence of some re-

sistive materials-based memristor prototypes.

The architecture of the memristor using resistive mate-

rials usually consists of an insulator sandwiched by two

metals, also known as MIM structure, as illustrated in

Fig. 4.

By changing the magnitude and the polarity of the signal

applied to the metals (i.e., electrodes here), the sandwiched

insulator can be toggled between the ‘ON’ state and the

‘OFF’ state so as to realise the memristive function.

Although such a resistance transition phenomenon has been

found for many years, the correlated physical mechanism is

still not well understood. Today, the electric pulse induced

resistance switching (EPIR) effect is the most generally

accepted mechanism. The most appealing trait of EPIR

arises from its strong field-direction dependence, indicating

that the resistance of the system can be toggled by the

Table 1 Comparison of different memristors

Memristor ON/OFF ratio Access time (ns) Retention Endurance References

Resistive 2000 *10 Very long 109 [9–11, 28–43]

Polymeric 100 *25 Relatively long 108 [12–14, 44–46]

Ferroelectric 300 *10 Relatively long 1014 [15–17, 62]

Manganite 100 *100 long 103 [18–20]

RTD – – – – [21, 22, 54, 55]

Spintronic 5 *10 Very long 1016 [23, 24, 56–61, 62]

Albeit specific properties of RTD memristor are rarely reported to the best of our knowledge, reference numbers are still provided for reader’s

convenience
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applied voltage or current pulses to generate the I–V hys-

teresis that supplies the function of the resistance memory.

Although the secret behind EPIR is still uncovered, the

consensus is that the EPIR effect will cause the formation

and rupture of a conductive filament (CF) inside the re-

sistive materials [33]. Thermochemical effect has been

regarded as one of the most plausible explanations for the

CF hypothesis [34–36]. The thermochemical mechanism

assumes a large number of O2- ions accumulated around

the electrode, thus leading to a formation of oxygen va-

cancies. With an application of a negative bias to the top

electrode, the O2- ions are pushed away from the top

electrode, while the oxygen vacancies are attracted towards

the top electrode. In this case, the vacancy dopants would

drift in the electric field through the most favourable dif-

fusion paths, such as grain boundaries, to form a filament-

like path with a high electrical conductivity [37]. Once the

CFs are formed, the current flow that would concentrate on

the resulting filaments can trigger a fast growth of these

filaments due to the local heating by the concentrated

current flow, which corresponds to a ‘SET’ process. The

‘RESET’ process, is postulated to be realized by the ther-

mal rupture of the filaments according to the heat produced

in the presence of a large current flow.

In contrast to the thermochemical effect, another inter-

pretation ascribed the occurring of the CF to the motion of

the oxygen ions that usually appear near crystal defects

such as oxygen vacancies and grain boundaries [28, 38,

39]. As shown in Fig. 5a, applying a positive bias to the top

electrode would drive the oxygen ions towards the top

electrode where the oxygen ions will thereby accumulate.

This migration would produce abundant cation vacancies

therein Fig. 5b. As the cation vacancies that can create an

acceptor level near the valence band are the source of the

hole carriers in semiconductors, it is possible for these

newly created cation vacancies to be transformed into the

nuclei of semiconducting CFs. Subsequently these nuclei

will grow with the assist of the electric field to form a CF

extending through the whole thickness of the storage

medium (Fig. 5c), and finally the memory cell would reach

the LRS. Due to the fact that the CF actually grows from

anode to cathode, the thinnest region of the CF is regarded

to be located near the cathode [28]. As a result, more Joule

heating will be accumulated at the thinnest part of the CF

when negatively biasing the top electrode. Under this cir-

cumstance, the oxygen ions at the thinnest part of the CF

will be aggressively accelerated towards the bottom elec-

trode and then be trapped at the storage medium/bottom

electrode interface or the grain boundaries of the bottom

electrode. This motion would destroy the concentration of

the cation vacancies in the thinnest part of the CF, thus

resulting in the rupture of the CF, as shown in Fig. 5d. The

memory cell will consequently be switched into the HRS.

In addition to the thermochemical effect and the ionic

effect, other possible mechanisms that include metal–

semiconductor transition [29, 40], crystalline TiO2-amor-

phous TiO2 phase transition via conduction heating and

breaking [29, 41], raising and lowering Schottky barriers

via bulk or interface transport of the oxygen [29, 42], and

conductance heating causing lateral transport of conducting

filaments [29, 43], have also been proposed to account for

the resistance switching of the resistive memristor. The

presence of various switching mechanisms is possibly due

to the fact that the resistive materials were fabricated and

measured differently among the aforementioned literatures.

Therefore, it is very likely to conclude that the switching

behaviour of the resistive memristor is not induced by one

specific effect, but a result of a combination of all the

possible switching mechanisms introduced above.

As resistive materials have been deeply investigated for

decades due to their potential applications for ReRAM, a

Fig. 3 Switching of resistive materials in a unipolar mode, and

b bipolar mode. The switching direction of unipolar ReRAM does not

depend on the polarity of the external stimuli, while the switching

direction of bipolar ReRAM strongly relies on the polarity of the

external stimuli

Fig. 4 Resistive memristor based on MIM architecture
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wealth of knowledge regarding their basic electrical, ther-

mal and mechanical properties have already been accu-

mulated. With the help of these treasure, the resistive

memristor devices have received much more attention than

other memristors in perspective of both experimental de-

sign and theoretical analysis. Nevertheless, in terms of the

original meaning of ‘memristor’, ‘memristor’ is a non-

linear analogue device. This is however against the char-

acter of the ReRAM whose I–V curves usually include an

ohmic conduction part. Therefore, ReRAM can not be

strictly recognized as a memristor. In spite of such a dif-

ference, scientists still believe that there is at least con-

vergence between them and some researchers even use

these two terms interchangeably [29].

3 Polymeric memristor

Thememristive function of the polymeric device is achieved

by switching the electrical conductivity of the polymer film

between a highly resistive (also called ‘reduced’) state and a

highly conductive (also called ‘oxidized’) state through the

well-known redox reaction. The structure of the polymeric

memristor is schematically shown in Fig. 6.

A thin conducting polymer (polyaniline, PANI) layer is

deposited onto an insulating solid substrate with two pre-

formed metal electrodes. An additional lithium perchloride

doped polyethylene oxide (PEO) film is formed on the

central region of the PANI layer so as to provide ionic flux

into (and out of) the PANI layer at the interface. Such a

PANI-PEO interface is the main region where the redox

reaction occurs and is therefore called active zone. More-

over, as the redox reaction requires the reference potential,

a third electrode, i.e., a silver wire, is attached into the PEO

layer to behave as a reference electrode.

The working principles of the polymeric memristor are

illustrated in Fig. 7.

As can be seen from Fig. 7a, some region inside the

active zone exhibits a higher potential than the oxidizing

potential when applying a positive excitation to the initially

insulating (blue area) device. In this case the PANI layer

can be toggled from the resistive state to the conductive

state in this restricted zone only. It should be noted that the

resulting potential profile inside the active zone would be

changed with the transformation process [12]. As a con-

sequence, the potential inside some previously insulating

regions may reach the oxidizing potential, and thus renders

these regions conductive. Due to the above reason, a gra-

dual movement of the conductive zone boundary can be

observed, which gives rise to a relatively slow conductivity

variation. When applying a negative excitation to the ini-

tially conducting (green area) device, the whole active zone

would be exposed to the reduction potential, as depicted in

Fig. 7b. This would allow the reduction and transformation

of PANI into the insulating state to take place

Fig. 5 a The initial state with

randomly distributed mobile

oxygen ions. b The nucleation

and subsequent growth from

anode to cathode of CFs

composed of cation vacancies

during forming process. c The

LRS with a full CF whose

thinnest region is near the

cathode. d The HRS with a

partially ruptured conducive

filament at its thinnest region.

Reprinted with permission from

[28]

Fig. 6 The cell structure of the polymeric memristor. Two metal

electrodes are deposited onto insulating substrate (glass) and covered

by PANI layer. Solid electrolyte is deposited in the central part of

PANI channel and reference electrode is connected to it. Two

currents, i.e., total current (Itot) and ionic current (Iion) are measured.

Reprinted with permission from [14]
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simultaneously in the whole active zone [12], thereby in-

ducing a fast switching rate. Therefore, by means of the

adjustment of the actual potential of the active zone with

respect to the reference potential, Li? ions can be either

injected to or removed from the PANI layer, thus providing

the polymeric device with a memristive function [12, 44–

46].

Compared with the resistive memristor, the polymeric

memristor is operated in a more similar manner to the

theoretical memristor, as its resistance is actually governed

by the charge transfer. In addition, the phenomenon that the

PANI conductivity when subjected to a positive signal

excitation is gradually increased is very analogous to the

synaptic function (learning) in real biological systems,

described in the Hebbian rule [14]. The decrease of the

PANI conductivity for a given negative bias also plays an

important role on the network applications. Considering a

complex network that comprises the designed polymeric

memristors, there will be numerous signal pathways be-

tween input and output terminals. In this case, the frequent

use of this network for a long time would make memristors

reach a full conductive state, and thus impairs the mem-

ristive function of the device. Under this circumstance, the

short term periodic application of the negative bias would

effectively prevent the saturation of the system [12, 14].

Moreover, the fact that the relatively long application of

the negative bias between input and output terminals can

destroy the preferential signal pathways can be used to

imitate the so called ‘supervised learning’ behaviour [12].

Although a rather simple circuit based on the polymeric

memristor has already been designed to realize both the

supervised and the unsupervised learning of the networks,

it should be noticed that a real complex networks devised

for decision making may consists of a large number of the

elements working for a rather long time (i.e., over thou-

sands of learning cycles) so as to achieve the learning

behaviour [13]. As a result, some stringent requirements

have been imposed to the physical properties of the poly-

meric memristor. Firstly, the conductivity ratio in the

oxidized conducting and reduced insulating states must be

as high as possible. Secondly, the absolute value of the

conductivity of the memristor in the oxidized sate must be

rather high. Most importantly, the memristor needs to have

a high stability. Unfortunately, the performance of the

current polymeric memristor technologies, to authors’ best

knowledge, is far behind these requirements, whereby the

quest for more innovative technologies to vastly improve

the performance of the polymeric memristor becomes very

necessary.

4 Ferroelectric memristor

It is well known that the polarization of the ferroelectric

materials when suffering from an external electric field can

be toggled between two distinct states. Therefore, these

two opposite polarization states can be used to represent

binary bits ‘0’ and ‘1’, thus resulting in the advent of the

ferroelectric random access memory (FeRAM). Because of

its non-volatile storage function, ferroelectric materials has

been widely used in Radio Frequency Identification

(RFID), smart card, ID card, and other embedded memory

applications such as railway passes, automobile equip-

ments, and domestic electronic appliances [47, 48]. In

addition to FeRAM, the discover that the ferroelectricity

can be maintained in a thin film down to a nanometer scale

has made ferroelectric materials appealing for the ferro-

electric tunnel junction (FTJ) that usually consists of a

nanometer-thick ferroelectric film sandwiched by two

metal electrodes. The fact that the tunneling current

through the FTJ with an external electric field can be

toggled between two non-volatile states through the reori-

entation of polarization in the ferroelectric barrier enables

the resistance of the FTJ to be tuned continuously. As a

Fig. 7 Mechanisms of conductivity variation in the electrochemical

polymeric elements. Green areas correspond to the PANI in its

oxidized conducting state, while blue areas represents PANI in

reduced insulating form. The orange dots represent the Li ions, and

the arrows denotes the prevalent direction of motions. a Positive

potential is applied to the initially insulating (blue area) device.

Electrical potential profile along the PANI layer is shown in the

central part, and transformation of the PANI into the conducting state

will occur only in the zone with higher potential than the oxidizing

potential. b Negative voltage is applied to the initially conducting

element. Electrical potential profile along the PANI layer is shown in

the central part. All active zone is under the reduction potential.

Reprinted with permission from [12] (Color figure online)
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result, the FTJ device has exhibited a tunable, hysteretic,

and nonvolatile resistive switching behaviour that resem-

bles the memristive character of the theoretical memristor

[15]. Under this circumstance, the concept of the FTJ-

based memristor has recently been proposed and been ex-

plored intensively. To date, the reported ferroelectric

memristor architecture usually comprises a BaTiO3 film

deposited on LaxSryMnO3 layer, which are sandwiched by

two electrodes [15, 16]. Figure 8 shows such a

heterostructure.

The resistive switching behaviour of the ferroelectric

memristor has been commonly considered as a result of the

reversal of the dielectric polarization in the ferroelectrics. It

should be noticed that for a thin ferroelectric film that can

however sustain its ferroelectricity, the surface charge in

the ferroelectric are not completely screened by the adja-

cent metals, thus allowing for a non-zero depolarizing

electric field in the ferroelectric layer. The resulting elec-

trostatic potential in adjunction with this field strongly

depends on the direction of the dielectric polarization. In

this case, as the FTJ is usually made of metal electrodes

with different screening lengths, an asymmetric potential

profile for the opposite polarization direction is present

[49]. This would change the potential seen by transport

electrons, thereby leading to the change of the resistance.

Nevertheless, a recently proposed hypothesis has ascribed

the resistive switching behaviour of FTJ to the field-in-

duced charge redistribution at the ferroelectric/electrode

surfaces [16]. This explanation postulates that charge mi-

gration and accumulation at the metal/ferroelectric inter-

face facilitated by its defect structure plays a very essential

role on the effect of the resistive switching [9, 50]. The

oxidation of the metal electrode can give rise to the for-

mation of the passive dielectric layer with an increased

density of oxygen vacancies at the top ferroelectric inter-

face in the low based pressure (LBP)-processed FTJ

heterostructure. The barrier height associated with this

layer is higher in comparison with the barrier of the fer-

roelectric layer and significantly contributes to the resis-

tance behaviour. In this case, a positive excitation applied

to the top electrode can accumulate the oxygen vacancies

at the metal oxide/ferroelectric interface, whereby the

barrier height can be effectively reduced and the resistance

of the ‘ON’ state can be also decreased. A negative bias

induces a dissipation of accumulated charges at the inter-

face and/or a reduction of metal oxide at the interface,

switching the heterostructure into the high-resistance state.

Such a mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 9.

5 Manganite memristor

Perovskite manganite material has recently elicited con-

siderable interest mainly due to its extraordinary features

including colossal magnetoresistance effect, spin–orbit-

charge order, 100 % spin polarization and intrinsic elec-

tronic phase separation [51, 52]. However, its capability of

providing memristive functionality remains mysterious

until very recently an amorphous La1-xSrxMnO3 (a-

LSMO)-based memristor has been successfully fabricated.

As illustrated in Fig. 10, the layered structure of this

manganite memristor comprises an a-LSMO thin film

sandwiched by an Ag top electrode and a Pt bottom elec-

trode, which are deposited onto the Ti/SiO2/Si substrate via

radio frequency magnetron sputtering. Analogous to other

memristors, the EPIR switching effect can be also observed

in the fabricated device, and the experimentally measured

I–V curve has clearly exhibited a pinched hysteresis loop,

thereby demonstrating its memristive character.

The resistive switching mechanism of the manganite

memristor has been mainly attributed to the forming of the

Ag nanobridge [18]. When the Ag top electrode is

positively biased, thanks to the electrochemical potential

difference, the anode starts to dissolves, resulting in the

presence of the Ag? cations. Driven by the strong electric

field, the Ag? cations migrates across the LSMO layer, and

reaches the Pt bottom electrode where the neutralization

process from Ag? cation to Ag atom takes places due to the

cathodic deposition reaction. As a consequence, more Ag

atoms will be precipitated near the Pt bottom electrode and

finally form an Ag nanofilament connecting the top elec-

trode with the bottom electrode, corresponding to LRS. In

order to achieve HRS, the top electrode is negatively bi-

ased, which would dissolve the Ag nanofilament. The

ability to display pinched hysteresis loop under high ex-

citation frequency using the manganite memristor has been

demonstrate [19]. In addition, the manganite memristor

also shows continuously tuneable synapselike resistance

and stable endurance (up to 1000 set-reset pulse cycles) as

well as an OFF/ON resistance ratio up to 102 [20]. These

attractive features would endow the manganite memristor

with the potential to imitate the biological synapses that is

considered as the key component of the brainlike computer.Fig. 8 A cross-section of the FTJ used for ferroelectric memristor
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6 Resonant-tunneling diode memristor

A RTD is a diode with a resonant-tunneling structure in

which electrons can tunnel through some resonant states at

certain energy levels. RTD can be made of various semi-

conductor materials and can have different resonant tun-

nelling structures such as double barrier, triple barrier,

quantum wire, and quantum dot [53]. The RTD device

configuration with a double layer structure is schematically

shown in Fig. 11.

As can be seen from Fig. 11, two contacts made of

heavily doped, narrow energy-gap materials sandwich the

emitter region, a quantum well between two barriers, and a

collector region. Note that the quantum well is fabricated

using the small bandgap semiconductor, whereas the bar-

riers are made of the large bandgap materials. When the

RTD is biased, the electrons previously trapped in the

emitter gain energy from the resulting electric field and can

therefore tunnel through the quantum well towards the

collector, leading to an increase on the current. Based on

the aforementioned mechanism, a double layer structured

AlAs/GaAs/AlAs RTD containing special doping design of

the spacer layers in the source and drain regions was found

to exhibit a bow-tie I–V curve [21, 22], indicating a sine

qua non of a memristor. However, no further achievements

have been made in this field until 2012 when a pro-

grammable quantum-dots memristor based on an analog

cellular neural network (CNN) architecture was developed

for image processing applications such as edge and line

detections [54, 55].

7 Spintronic memristor

Differing from aforementioned memristors, spintronic

memristor changes its resistance by varying the direction of

the spin of the electrons [56]. Research interests in spin-

tronic memristor stem from the recent advances in the

Fig. 9 Schematic illustration of the energy barrier diagrams for the

OFF and ON states as a function on the external electric field Eext.

The gray layer between the Co and BTO layers is the passive

dielectric layer of CoOx. Under a positive bias applied to the top

electrode, oxygen vacancies accumulate at the CoOx/BTO interface,

effectively reducing the barrier height and decreasing the resistance of

the ‘ON’ state. Reprinted with permission from [16]

Fig. 10 The cross-sectional view of the a-LSMO based manganite

memristor

Fig. 11 The energy band diagram of the RTD under double barrier

structure. Along with the increase of the bias voltage, the emitter level

would rise relative to the resonant level, and the maximum current is

reached at the instant when the emission level coincides with the

resonant level. After that, further increasing voltage would lower the

resonant level and the current is reduced, leading to the negative

differential resistance (NDR) effect
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development of the spin-transfer torque (STT) random

access memory technologies [57, 58]. The fundamental

physics behind STT is that when applying a current

through a magnetic layer, the spins of electrons that con-

stitute the current will be aligned to the magnetization

orientation, which is known as spin-polarization, and these

spins can be repolarized if such a spin-polarized current is

directed into another magnet. During the repolarization

process, the magnetic layer is subjected to a torque that can

stimulate spin-wave excitations or flip the magnetization

direction of the magnetic layer at sufficiently high current

density [59]. According to this mechanism, the STT based

magnetic tunnelling junction (MTJ) can be switched be-

tween a LRS and a HRS using the spin-polarized current

induced between two ferromagnetic layers. The cell

structure shown in Fig. 12a shows the switching of STT-

MTJ from the anti-parallel orientation to the parallel ori-

entation [60]. In order to induce such a switching, the

electrons should flow from the pinned layer with a fixed

magnetization to the free layer whose magnetization can be

easily rotated. The electrons that have the same spin di-

rection as that of the magnetization in the pinned layer

would remain to form the spin polarized current after they

cross through the pinned layer. Subsequently this spin

polarized current flows through the free layer that is sub-

jected to the torque resulting from the spin angular mo-

mentum of the polarized current. This enables the magnetic

state of the free layer to be changed if the torque is suffi-

ciently stronger than the threshold value. To achieve the

switching from parallel orientation to anti-parallel orien-

tation shown in Fig. 12b, the electrons should flow from

the free layer to the pinned layer. Once the electrons reach

the pinned layer, the electrons with the same spin direction

as that of the pinned layer would pass through the pinned

layer, while others will be reflected at the boundary be-

tween the insulator and the pinned layer and bounced back

to the free layer. This reflection would produce the spin

transfer torque on the free layer and switch the magneti-

zation of the free layer when exceeding the threshold value.

The aforementioned physical mechanism can be di-

rectly utilized to build the spintronic memristor. As shown

in Fig. 13, the spintronic memristor is still made up of a

reference layer and a free layer. The magnetization of the

reference layer is fixed via its connection to a pinned

magnetization layer, while a domain wall is deployed to

split the free layer into two sections with opposite mag-

netizations against each other. Similar to the STT-MTJ,

when the magnetization of the free layer in a section is in

a parallel/anti-parallel direction to the reference layer, the

resistance per unit length of the section is low/high. As a

consequence, applying the polarized current with the same

direction as the magnetization of the reference layer would

parallel the magnetization orientation between the refer-

ence layer and the free layer, thus resulting in a low

system resistance. On the other hand, applying the polar-

ized current with the opposite direction to the magneti-

zation of the reference layer would anti-parallel the

magnetization orientation between both layers, which

therefore gives rise to a high resistance. Based on the

above description, the memristance of the spintronic

memristor that depends on domain-wall position can be

written as [61]:

Fig. 12 a The MTJ structure

and b spin transfer torque

magnetization switching from

anti-parallel to parallel (top) and

from parallel to anti-parallel

(bottom). Note that for both

cases, the electrons with the

same polarization as the pinned

layer will penetrate through the

MTJ, while the electrons with

the opposite polarization to the

pinned layer would be bounced

back either at the pinned layer

interface or the insulated layer

interface. Reprinted with

permission from [60]
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MðxÞ ¼ rH � xþ rL � ðD� xÞ ð5Þ

where rH and rL are the resistance per unit length when

magnetizations of the free and reference layers are an-

tiparallel and parallel respectively; x is the position of the

domain wall, and D is the length of the free layer. The

domain wall velocity v in this case is proportional to cur-

rent density J, given as:

v ¼ dx

dt
¼ C � J ¼ C

h � z �
dq

dt
ð6Þ

where Cis the domain wall velocity coefficient depending

on the device structure and material property; h and z

represent the thickness and the width of the device. Then

the memristance of the spintronic memristor can be re-

expressed as:

MðqÞ ¼ rL � Dþ ðrH � rLÞ
C
h � z qðtÞ ð7Þ

Accordingly, by moving the position of the domain wall

in the free layer, it is possible to continuously change the

device memristance. As the writing operation in spintronic

memristor is achieved by applying a current through the

magnet itself rather than generating a very strong reversal

field, it is advantageous for spintronic memristor to offer

lower power consumption than the conventional memristor

devices. Besides, spintronic memristor has given up the

necessity to use an additional metal line as the current path,

thus resulting in a better scalability. However, the small

resistance ON/OFF ratio remains a big concern for spin-

tronic memristor [40].

8 Conclusion

As the conventional CMOS memories will approach its

physical limits in the near future, memristor has recently

received considerable attention and been considered as the

next generation electronic device due to the inherent non-

volatility, low power consumption, high stability, and good

scalability, in conjunction with its widespread applications

such as neuromorphic circuit and image processing. Within

these emerging memristor devices, more research enthu-

siasm is currently dedicated to the resistive memristor. This

is expected because the key component of the first mem-

ristor that can physically realize the theoretical prediction

of Chua is made of the resistive material (TiO2 in this

case). In addition, a mundane, but less important fact is that

the resistive memristor can benefit from a wealth of pre-

vious knowledge on ReRAM technology. Thanks to the

aforementioned superiorities to other competitors, resistive

memristor is capable of accomplishing most of the mem-

ristor traits postulated by Chua. The main challenge that

the resistive memristor is facing is that it does not provide a

direct relation between the magnetic flux and the charge.

Besides, the device fabrication is complex and may face

some issues when merged with CMOS technology. In

comparison with the resistive memristor, spintronic mem-

ristor has directly linked the charge with the magnetic flux.

Nevertheless, the feasibility of fabricating spintronic

memristor on nano-scale dimension is strongly challenged

due to the presence of the moving domain-wall. Moreover,

any structure variation on the fabrication process may af-

fect the memristance value, thus influencing the system

stability. Polymeric memristor exhibits a closer memristive

hehavior to Chua’s prediction than the resistive memristor.

However, in order for polymeric memristor to rival with

the resistive memristor, the resistance ratio and the stability

are two main issues that need to be addressed soon. The

ability to provide a wide resistance tenability, a large re-

sistance ratio (about 103), long data retention time, and

great robustness using ferroelectric memristor has also

been demonstrated [62, 63], which makes ferroelectric

memristor a very prospective contender for applications in

nonvolatile memories and logic devices. Nevertheless, as

ferroelectric material will lose its ferroelectric character-

istic at a very thin thickness, the difficulty in downscaling

ferroelectric memristor cell has posed a strong limit to its

density improvement. Manganite memristor and RTD

memristor are still in their infancy and it would be difficult

for them to rival the mainstream memristors without the

advent of some innovative technologies that can remark-

ably facilitate the performance enhancement.
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